
THOUGHTS FROM A GLOBAL 

TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP FORUM 

The tracks I focused on were VDI, Big Data, Data Center Infrastructure, Data Center Networks, 

Cloud and Collaboration.  The following are my notes from the event: 

VDI: 

There was a lot of discussion around VDI and a track dedicated to it.  The overall feeling was 

that VDI has not lived up to its hype over the last few years, and while it continues to grow 

market share it never reaches the predicted numbers, or hits the bubble that is predicted for it.  

For the most part the technical experts agreed on the following: 

 VDI has had several hang-ups both technical, cost and image wise that have held it back from 

mass-scale adoption 

 The technical challenges have been solved for the most part, storage solutions like cache, 

tiering and SSD can solve the IOPS contention and help to reduce the costs.  Storage 

optimization products like Atlantis Computing also exist to alleviate costs per seat by reducing 

storage requirements to obtain acceptable IOPS. 

 The cost model is getting better but is still not at a place where VDI is a no-brainer.  The 

consensus was that until a complete VDI solution can be rolled out for a cost per seat equal or 

lower to a typical enterprise desktop/laptop it will still be a tough decision.  Currently VDI is 

still a soft cost ROI as in it provides added features and benefit at a slightly higher cost. 

There was some disagreement on whether VDI is the right next step for the enterprise.  The split 

I saw was nearly 50/50 with half thinking it is the way forward and will be deployed in greater 



and greater scale, and the other half thinking it is one of many viable current solutions and may 

not be the right 3-5 year goal.  I’ve expressed my thoughts 

previously: http://www.definethecloud.net/vdi-the-next-generation-or-the-final-frontier. Lastly 

we agreed that the key leaders in this space are still VMware and Citrix.  While each have pros 

and cons it was believed that both solutions are close enough as to be viable and that VMware’s 

market share and muscle make it very possible to pull into a dominant lead.  Other players in this 

space were complete afterthoughts. 

Big Data: 

Let me start by saying I know nothing about big data.  I sat in these expert sessions to understand 

more about it, and they were quite interesting.  Big data sets are being built, stored, and 

analyzed.  Customer data, click traffic, etc. are being housed to gather all types of information 

and insight.  Hadoop clusters are being used for processing data, cloud storage such as Amazon 

S3 is being utilized as well as on-premises solutions.  The main questions were in regard to 

where the data should be stored and where it should be processed, as well as the compliance 

issues that may arise with both.  Another interesting question was the ability to leave the public 

cloud if your startup turns big enough to beat the costs of public cloud with a private one.  For 

example if you have a lot of data you can mail Amazon disks to get it into S3 faster than WAN 

speed, but to our knowledge they can’t/won’t mail your disk back if you want to leave. 

Data Center Infrastructure: 

Overall there was an agreement that very few data center infrastructure (defined here as 

compute, network, storage) conversations occur without chat about cloud.  Cloud is a 

consideration for IT leaders from the SMB to large global enterprise.  That being said while 

cloud may frame the discussion the majority of current purchases are still focused on 

http://www.definethecloud.net/vdi-the-next-generation-or-the-final-frontier.


consolidation and virtualization, with some automation sprinkled in.  Private-cloud stacks from 

the major vendors also come into play helping to accelerate the journey, but many are still not 

true private clouds (see:http://www.definethecloud.net/the-difference-between-private-cloud-

and-converged-infrastructure.) 

Data Center Networks: 

I moderated a session on flattening the data center networks, this is currently referred to as 

building ‘fabrics.’  The majority of the large network players have announced or are shipping 

‘fabric’ solutions.  These solutions build multiple active paths at Layer 2 alleviating the blocked 

links traditional Spanning-Tree requires.  This is necessary as we converge our data and ask 

more of our networks.  The panel agreed that these tools are necessary but that standards are 

required to push this forward and avoid vendor lock-in.  As an industry we don’t want to 

downgrade our vendor independence to move to a Fabric concept.  That being said most agree 

that pre-standard proprietary deployments are acceptable as long as the vendor is committed to 

the standard and the hardware is intended to be standards compliant. 

Cloud: 

One of the main discussions conversations I had was in regards to PaaS.  While many agree that 

PaaS and SaaS are the end goals of public and private clouds, the PaaS market is not yet fully 

mature (see:http://www.networkcomputing.com/private-cloud/231300278.)  Compatibility, 

interoperability and lock-in were major concerns overall for PaaS.  Additionally while there are 

many PaaS leaders, the market is so immature leadership could change at any time, making it 

hard to pick which horse to back.  

Another big topic was open and open source.  Open Stack, Open Flow and open source players 

like RedHat.  With RedHat’s impressive YoY growth they are tough to ignore and there is a lot 
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of push for open source solutions as we move to larger and larger cloud systems.  The feeling is 

that larger and more technically adept IT shops will be looking to these solutions first when 

building private clouds. 

Collaboration: 

Yet another subject I’m not an expert on but wanted to learn more about.  The first part of the 

discussion entailed deciding what we were discussing i.e. ‘What is collaboration.’  With the term 

collaboration encompassing: voice, video, IM, conferencing, messaging, social media, etc. 

depending on who you talk to this was needed.  We settled into a focus on enterprise productivity 

tools, messaging, information repositories, etc.  The overall feeling was that there are more 

questions than answers in this space.  Great tools exist but there is no clear leaders.  Additionally 

integration between enterprise tools and public tools was a topic and involved the idea of 

ensuring compliance.  One of the major discussions was building internal adoption and 

maintaining momentum.  The concern with a collaboration tool rollout is the initial boom of 

interest followed by a lull and eventual death of the tool as users get bored with the novelty 

before finding any ‘stickiness.’ 

 

Source: http://www.definethecloud.net/thoughts-from-a-global-technology-leadership-forum/ 


